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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider t-designs and linear spaces which have no 
symmetries whatsoever. Nothing in the definitions of these objects indicates 
that they should have any form of symmetry and it has been conjectured 
for many years that almost none do. Here we prove this. We start by 
making this vague statement precise. 
A linear space is a pair (S, fi) where S is a set whose elements are called 
points and fi is a set of subsets of S whose elements are called lines which 
has the property that every pair of points is contained in a unique line. A 
t-design with blocks of size k is a pair (S, fl) where S is a set whose elements 
are called points and fl is a set of k element subsets of S whose elements 
are called blocks which has the property that each t element subset of S is 
contained in a unique block, t-Designs with blocks of size k and n points 
are often called S(t, k, n) Steiner systems. A partial S(t, k, n) is a pair (S, fl) 
where each t element subset of S is contained in at most one block. A t-set 
not contained in any block is said to be uncovered. 
For  a t-design or linear space (S, fl), a permutation rc of S is called an 
automorphism of (S, fl) if it fixes ft. In this case, we say that fl admits re. The 
collection of automorphisms of (S, fl) form a permutation group under 
composit ion which is called the automorphism group of (S, fl). We say that 
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(S, fl) has a trivial automorphism group if its only automorphism is the 
identity permutation. 
For finite combinatorial structures, when we say that "almost every 
(combinatorial structure) has (property)", we mean that the proportion 
of the structures with the property goes to 1 as the size of the structures 
goes to infinity. Alternatively, we mean that the probability that "a 
structure of size n, which is selected randomly with uniform distribution, 
has the property" goes to 1 as n goes to infinity. For t-designs and finite 
linear spaces the size of the structure is the size of its point set. For infinite 
structures, one would take this statement to mean that the probability is 
1--its usual definition from measure theory. 
It has been widely conjectured that almost every (partial) S(t, k, n) has 
a trivial automorphism group and that almost every linear space has a 
trivial automorphism group; however, this has only been proved for 
S(2, 3, n) [2]. Here we prove the conjecture about linear spaces and make 
significant progress toward proving the conjecture about t-designs. The 
primary difficulty with t-designs is that non-trivial S(t, k, n) are not even 
known to exist for t/> 6. For this reason, we will concentrate on partial 
designs with blocks of size k = t + 1, but will give some conditions under 
which we could prove the conjecture about t-designs. 
Our main theorems will be as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Almost every finite linear space has a trivial 
automorphism group. 




For t >12, /f, for 6 > 0 and n sufficiently large, there exist 
n(7) i-1/(t + 1)- 6] 
S(t, t + 1, n) then almost every S(t, t + 1, n) has a trivial automorphism 
group. 
The proofs of these theorems hare the same general outline. We will first 
prove the theorem about linear spaces and then show how that proof must 
be altered to prove the theorem about partial t-designs. The theorem about 
t-designs follows directly from the proof of the theorem about partial 
t-designs. 
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2. L INEAR SPACES:  PROOF OUTL INE 
In this section we will outline the proof that almost every finite linear 
space has a trivial automorphism group. Many of the technical details will 
be deferred to the following three sections. 
We start by reiterating that we wish to prove that 
lim Pr[fl has a trivial automorphism group] -- 1, 
n~oo 
where, here and unless otherwise noted, fl is a randomly selected linear 
space on the point set [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. 
Later we will see that things are easier if we need only concern ourselves 
with linear spaces on n points which have at most ~n 2 two-point lines for 
some sufficiently small positive constant e. For brevity, we call this 
condition Property A~. 
Fortunately we will be able to show, in Theorem 3.1, that for any 
> 0, almost every finite linear space has Property A~. Because of this and 
since 
Pr [ fl has a trivial automorphism group ]
~> Pr[fl has a trivial automorphism group and has Property A~] 
= Pr[fl has Property A~] 
x Pr[fl has a trivial automorphism group [ fl has Property A.], 
almost every finite linear space has a trivial automorphism group as 
long as almost every finite linear space with Property A, has a trivial 
automorphism group. 
Cauchy's Theorem implies that a linear space with point set [n] which 
has a non-trivial automorphism group must admit a permutation of prime 
order. Therefore, 
Pr[fl has a trivial automorphism group t fi has Property A,] 
i> 1 - ~ Pr[fl admits rc ] fl has Property At], 
E l l (n )  
where H(n) is the set of all prime order permutations of In]. 
We will prove that 
lim ~ Pr[fl admits rc]fl has Property At] =0. (1) 
n --, ~e ~ e/7(n) 
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This shows that 
lim Pr[fl  has a trivial automorphism group [ fl has Property A,] 
n ~ o o  
>f 1 - lim ~ Pr[fl admits rc [ fl has Property A~] = 1 
n~ oo rc~H(n)  
as desired. 
In order to prove (1), we will divide the sum into three parts depending 
on the number of fixed points of the permutations. This division is 
motivated by the fact that we will be able to prove, in Lemma 4.1, that if 
a linear space on n points with Property A, admits a permutation as an 
automorphism then the permutation has either at most (½ + 2e)n or at least 
(1 -  2e)n fixed points. 
This result immediately implies that 
Pr[fl  admits n I fl has Property A~] = 0, 
~z 
where the sum is over those permutations in II(n) with more than (½ + 2e)n 
and fewer than (1 -  2e)n fixed points. 
We will be able to prove, in Proposition 4.3, that 
lim ~ Pr[fl  admits rc [ fl has Property A~] = 0, 
n --~ oo  
where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with at most (½ + 2e)n 
fixed points. Then, in Proposition 5.3, we will be able to prove that 
lim ~ Pr [ f l  admits lr ] = 0 ,  
n --~ oo  
7~ 
where the sum is over those permutations in II(n) with at least (1 -2e)n  
fixed points. This implies that 
lim ~, Pr[fl  admits rc [ fl has Property A~] 
Pr[fl  admits rc and fl has Property A.] 
= lim ~ Pr[fl  has Property A~] 
n ---* c~o 7~ 
~< lim ~ Pr [ fl admits 7r ] 
. -~  oo ~ 1/2 
= 2 lim ~ Pr [-fl admits rc] 
n ~  Tc 
~0.  
Together these demonstrate that (1) holds which proves the theorem. 
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3. LINEAR SPACES: PROPERTY A~ AND PROPERTY B 
In this section we prove the first of the details omitted from our proof 
in the previous ection and prove a similar result which we will need in the 
proof of Proposition 5.3. First, we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. For any constant 2>0, almost every linear space on n 
points has Property A~. 
Proof We show that 
lim Pr[f i  has more than ~n 2 two-point lines] = 0, 
n --> of) 
where ([n], h) is a randomly selected linear space. Let N(n) be the number 
of linear spaces on [n] and let N~(n) be the number of linear spaces on [n] 
with more than en 2 two-point lines. 
We first find an upper bound for N,(n). This argument is very similar to 
the upper bound argument given in I-3, Sect. 3]. 
For the moment, let ([n], fl) be a fixed linear space. Order the lines 
B1, Bz,. . . ,B b so that if i< j  and [B~[>6 then [BiI~>[Bj[ and if i< j  
and I Bel ~< 6 then the lexicographically least pair of B~ precedes the 
lexicographically east pair of Bj. That is, the large lines come first in 
decreasing size order and the small lines follow in lexicographic order. We 
call the vector P = (IB1 I, IB21 ..... IBbl) the ordered profile of (S, fi). 
Now we find an upper bound on the number Ny(n) of linear spaces with 
ordered profile P and more than en 2 two-point lines. That is, we find an 
upper bound on the number of choices for the lines B1, B2 ..... B b given the 
sizes of the lines. Let s be the last index of a block of size greater than 6. 
For i<<.s, there are at most n IBil ways to select B;. However, for i>s, 
observe that each B~ must contain the lexicographically east pair not 
contained in any previous block. Therefore, there are at most n la'l-2 ways 
to select Bi for i > s. Thus, 
b 
Ny(n)<~ (I n'B'J l~ nlB'l 2. 
i - -1  i=s+l  
±¢lBil~ if IBil~<6 then IBif--2~<½(l~'l), and if If I Bil > 6 then I B~J ~< 3~ 2 J, 
IB;I = 2 then IB i l -  2 = ½(l~,l)_ ½. Therefore, since there are more than en 2 
values of i with I Bz I = 2, 
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Then, since y b=~ (l~il)= (~), 
NPt .~ <" ~,O/3)(~)- 8n2/3 
Now, to bound the number of linear spaces on [nl  with more than ~n z 
two-point lines, we use a result of Colbourn et al. [-4] which says that there 
is a positive constant c such that the number of possible unordered profiles 
for a linear space is at most exp(c w/nln n). Since we have at most 5 (5) 
ways to order each of these unordered profiles, 
N~(n) <~ e "f~ln n5(~)N~ (n )  ~ n (1/3)(~) -8n2/3 + °(n2) 
(We use o(f(n)) to denote a function g(n) which satisfies limn~ co g(n)/ 
f(n) =0.) 
Aleksejev [1], Wilson [7], and Phelps [6] give, in various forms, a 
lower bound for N(n), the number of linear spaces on [n]. They prove 
that, for any 5 > 0, 
N(n) >>. n (~)E1/3-~3 
Combining these bounds and setting 5 = ~/3, we conclude that for a 
randomly selected linear space ([-n], fl), 
Us(n) 
Pr[f l  has more than en 2 two-point lines] - 
N(n) 
n(1/3)('~) -8,2/3 + o(n 2) 
~< 
n(~)D/3-a3 
= n-  8~/3 + ~(~) + o~2) 
-~- n - ~n2/6 + °(n2) 
~0 
as n goes to infinity. This proves the theorem, | 
The second theorem is quite similar but involves a different property. We 
say that a linear space on n points has Property B if it has at least n2/624 
lines of size at most 13. We will use this property when we consider linear 
spaces which admit permutations with many fixed points. 
THEOREM 3.2. Almost every linear space on n points has Property B. 
Proof We show that, for n sufficiently large, 
lim Pr[f l  has fewer than n2/624 lines of size at most 13] -- 0, 
n ----~ co  
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where ([hi,/~) is a randomly selected linear space. Let N(n) be the number 
of linear spaces on In]  and let N,(n) be the number of linear spaces on 
[n] with fewer than n2/624 lines of size at most 13. 
First we find an upper bound for N,(n). This is very similar to the 
bound we placed on N~(n) in the previous proof. As before, we bound the 
number v N,(n) of linear spaces with ordered profile P and fewer than 
n2/624 lines of size at most 13 as follows. 
P /,/IBil N,(n)<<. I-[ nlBit-2, 
i=1 i=s-t -1 
where s is the last index of a block of size greater than 6. Now, if IBil > 13 
!(l~,l~ and if IBil~<6 then !(IBil~ if IBel>6 then IBil~<3  2, ,  then IBi[ ~ 6~ 2 J' 
Igil-2~< ½(l~il). Thus, 
b 
N*l'(t/) ~< ~I  r/(1/6)( I/~il ) H F/(1/3)( IBil )' 
i=1 i=r+l  
where r is the last index of a block of size greater than 13. 
There are fewer than n2/624 lines of length at most 13 so b -  r ~< n2/624 
and, for i>~r+l, (1~1)~<(13)=78. Also, ~2 ri=l ([Bil)~'~,/b= 1 ([BI[)=(~). 
Therefore, 
~" <~n(a/6)(~)+n2/24=n~Z/8 /12. N,(n) 
Again, there are at most 
e-,/£ in n5(~) =/,to(n2) 
ordered profiles P so 
N,(n) <~ n "2/8 + o(n2) 
Then we use this upper bound and the lower bound on N(n) with 
6 = 1/24 to see that 
Pr[f i  has fewer than n2/624 lines of size at most 13] = N,(n) 
N(n) 
Fln2/8 + o(n 2 ) 
~< 
n(~) [1/3 - ~s3  
F/-- n2/24 + 6rt2/2 + °(n2) 
n - n2/48 + °(n2) 
~0 
as n goes to infinity. This proves the theorem. | 
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4. LINEAR SPACES; PERMUTATIONS WITH FEW FIXED POINTS 
In this section we prove that a linear space on n points with Property A, 
may only admit permutations with at most ( l+2e)n or at least (1-2~)n 
fixed points. We then go on to show that 
lim ~ Pr[fl admits rc] = 0, 
n --+ oo 
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at most 
(½+2e)n fixed points and where (In], fl) is a randomly selected linear 
space. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let e > 0 and let ( S, fl ) be a finite linear space with at most 
gn 2 two-point lines (Property A~). I f  fl admits a permutation ~ of S as an 
automorphism then ~ has either at most (½ + 2e)n or at least (1 -  2e)n fixed 
points. 
Proof Let F__ S be the set of fixed points of re, let M= S\F  be the 
non-fixed points of n, and le t f  = [F[. First notice that no line of fl has more 
than one point in F unless it is entirely contained within F. Then let ~i be 
the number of lines of fl with exactly one point in F and exactly i points 
in M. 
Consider the f (n - f )  pairs with one point in F and one point in M. 
Each of the cq lines with i points in M covers i of these pairs. Thus, 
f (n  - f )  ~< el + 2c~2 + 3~3 q- "'" -t- nc~n. (2) 
Now consider the (n j )  pairs of M. Each of the ct e lines with i points in 
M covers (~) of these pairs. Thus, 
(32)" + +(2)" 
/> ~24- 30~ 34- 4cZ 4 4- --" 4- nc~ n. (3) 
Combining (2) and (3) gives 
f (n  - f )  <~ O~ 1 "4- O~ 2 "]- ~ gn  2 
Therefore, 
04 (n-- f ) (n -  2f -- 1)+ en2= 2f 2 + (1 -- 3n) f+ (1 + e)n2-n.  (4) 
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The roots of the last are 
f=3n 1 ~x/  
4 4 -+ l+2n+(1-8~)n  2 
SO 
f 3n 1 ~x/ l+2n+( l _8e)n2  
4 4 
or  
f~>-4---4+43n 1 lx / l+2n+( l _8e)n  2. 
But ~/1 + 2n + (1 -- 8~)n 2/> 1 + n x/1 -- 8e ~> 1 + (1 - 8e)n so either 
f<<.~+2en-~<<. +2e n 
or  
f~>n+2en= (1 -2e)n  
as desired. | 
Now we focus our attention on the permutations with at most (½ + 2e)n 
fixed points. In order to bound the probability that a randomly selected 
linear space admits a given permutation, we count the number of ways it 
can happen. 
For a permutation rc of In], define N~(n) to be the number of linear 
spaces with point set In] which admit rc and which have Property At. 
Similarly, define N(n) to be the number of linear spaces with point set En] 
which have Property A,. We have the following lemma concerning N,(n). 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  ~, > 9~ > 0 and if z~ is a permutation of I-n] with prime 
order p and with at most (½ + 2e)n fixed points then, for n sufficiently large, 
N~(n ) <~ n (n2/6)E l/4 + 1/p + ~1] 
Proof Let F~ [n] be the fixed points of rc and let f=  IF[. Each linear 
space on [n] can be formed by taking a linear space on F and extending 
it by adding new lines and by extending old lines. Notice, however, that the 
extended lines must be fixed by n. Thus, the extended lines will be formed 
from points of F and an integral number of cycles of n and no two 
extended lines will share a cycle. New lines may or may not contain a 
single point of F. 
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We will bound the number of linear spaces on [n] which admit r~ by the 
product of the number of linear spaces on F and the number of extensions 
of that linear space to one on In]. First we count the number of 
extensions. 
Order the pairs of I-n] less the pairs of F so that the pairs with one point 
in F and the other in M = [n]kF come first (lexicographic ordering will do 
if the points of F come before the points of M). For the moment, consider a
fixed extension (In],/3') of a fixed linear space (F,/3). Make a table with two 
columns. In the first column, put the pairs of In ] less the pairs of F ordered 
as above. In the second column, put the points of the line of/~' through the 
pair from the first column less that pair of points. This table completely 
describes the extension but contains much redundant information. 
We may remove all but the first mention of each line. We may also safely 
remove all but the first line from each orbit of the action of zc on the lines. 
Since we know the linear space which we are extending, if any lines have 
been extended, their entries in the table can be shortened. For example, if 
the line {1, 2, 3} of / /has been extended to {1, 2, 3, 41, 42, 43} ( f=  40), its 
table entry will be "1 41 I 2 3 42 43" and it is safe to remove 3 from this 
entry since it can be recovered from/3 as the third point of the unique line 
through 1 and 2. In general, all but one point from F can be removed from 
each entry in the second column of the table. Note that because of the way 
we ordered the pairs, the only pairs with even one point of F in their 
second column of this, now shortened table are those with a point from F 
and a point from M. Thus we still have enough information to recover fi'. 
Now we make two more changes o that we can throw away the entire 
first column (but we remember the order of the pairs). If any pair forms a 
two-point line, its second column is empty. Put a special symbol, say o% 
in this entry. Also, replace the last symbol of each entry in the second 
column from the set {1, 2 ..... ~}. For example, if the original entry was 
"2 42 43" then the new entry will be "2 42 43". Now we can take the second 
column entries and append them to form a long string from the alphabet 
{ 1, 2, ..., n, i, 2, ..., ~, oe }. From /3, re, the ordering of the pairs, and this 
string we can recover fl'. 
So, rather than count the number of extensions we will count the 
number of strings of this form. Consider a maximal length string. Let ak be 
the number of non-fixed k-point line entries in the string, let bk be the 
number of fixed k-point line entries in the string, and let Ck be the number 
of (k -  2)-point line extension entries in the string. In order to support his 
many lines of each type, there must be exactly 
(a2 + b2 q- c2) -t- Z (k - 2)(ak + bk + Ck) 
k>~3 
characters in the string. We will bound this as a function of n. 
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Since each non-fixed k-point line is in an orbit ofp lines under the action 
induced by z~ and none of the lines may share a pair, each of the ak entries 
of this type cause p(~) pairs to be covered. Since there are only 
(~) - ({) <~ n2/2 pairs, 
k~>3 
This implies that 
n 2 
k(k -  1) (k -  2)ak ~<-- Z p 
k>~3 
and since k(k - 1 )/k - 2/> 6 for integers k ~> 3, this implies that 
n 2 
(k -  2)ak ~<~pp. (5) 
k~>3 
Since the new fixed lines and the extensions of old lines are necessarily 
fixed, they must be composed of complete cycles of rc and are hence 
pairwise disjoint. The new fixed k-point lines contain at least (k -  1) points 
of M and the (k-2)-point  line extensions contain (k -2 )  points of M. 
Therefore, 
(k -  2)(bk + ck) <~ n-  f <~ n. (6) 
k~>3 
Finally, since the final linear space may contain no more than ~n 2 two- 
point lines, 
a2 + b2 + c2 ~< ~n 2. (7) 
Therefore (5), (6), and (7) imply that a maximal ength string has 
/7 2 
(a2+b2+c2)+ ~ (k--2)(ak+bk+Ck)<~en2+-~p+ n 
k>~3 
characters. Therefore, there are at most 
(2n + 1 ) (n2/6)[1/p +6el + n ~ n(,~2/6)[ ~/p + ~13 
possible strings for any 61 > 6e and n sufficiently large. Note that we have 
counted all of the strings, not just the maximal ength ones, as no string 
representing a linear space extension appears as the initial substring of 
another. Finally, since some of these strings represent valid extensions of 
the linear space on F, this is also an upper bound on the number of linear 
space extensions. 
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In [3] Colbourn et aL give, among other things, an upper bound on the 
number of linear spaces on F; namely, for any 62 > 0 there are at most 
f(f2/6) (1 + 62) (8 )  
linear spaces on F. As f~< (½+2e)n, if we choose 624 (¢-4e2)/(½+2~) 2 
then (8) is at most 
n (n2/6) [ 1/4 + 3~ ]
Thus there are at most 
n(n2/6)[1/4 + lip + el] 
linear spaces on In] which admit zc where el =61 + 3e>9e. This finishes 
the proof of the lemma. | 
Combining the fact that almost every linear space on n points has 
Property As with the result of Aleksejev [1], Wilson [7], and Phelps [6] 
which gives a lower bound on the number of linear spaces on n points, we 
have that, for any 6 > 0, 
N(n) >~ n (n2/6)(1 - 6) 
From this and the previous lemma, it follows that 
Pr[f l  admits rc I fl has Property A,] ~<~ n (nz/6)[1/4+l/p+e1-l+6], 
~z 7z 
where the sum is over those prime order permutations rc with at most 
(1+ 2e)n fixed points, e 1 > 9~ > 0, and 6 > 0. Choosing el = 10e, choosing 
6 = e, and noting that p >~ 2, we see that this sum is at most 
~ n - (n2 /6) [1 /4 -118]  ~ n n - (n2/6)[1/4 - 11~] ~ 0 
as n goes to infinity whenever e< 1/44. 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 4.3. I f  a < 1/44 then 
lim ~ Pr[f l  admits rt[fl has Property A~] =0 
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at most (½+ 2e)n 
fixed points and where ([hi ,  fl) is a randomly selected linear space. 
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5. LINEAR SPACES: PERMUTATIONS WITH MANY FIXED POINTS 
In this section we prove the last of the technical details from the proof 
that almost every linear space has a trivial automorphism group. Namely, 
we show that 
lim ~ Pr[/3 admits re] = 0, 
n~co 7~ 
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at least 
(1 -2e)n  fixed points and where ([n] , f l )  is a randomly selected linear 
space. 
Again, in order to bound the probability that a randomly selected linear 
space admits a given permutation, we count the number of ways it can 
happen. In this section, define N~(n) to be the number of linear spaces with 
point set In] which admit rc and define N(n) to be the number of linear 
spaces with point set l-n]. We have the following two lemmas concerning 
N~(n) and N(n). 
LEM~ 5.1. I f  ~ is a permutation with prime order p and with 
f ~> (1 - 2e) n fixed points and m = n - f non-fixed points then 
N.(n) <~ Cn (m2 + 3m)/2p 
where C is the number of linear spaces on the set of fixed points of re. 
Proof This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2. Let F~ I-n] be 
the set of fixed points of rc and M= [n]\F be the set of non-fixed points 
of 7r. 
Let (F, fl) be a fixed linear space. We will bound the number of ways 
in which (F, fl) may be extended. As before, instead of counting the 
extensions, we will encode the extensions as strings and count the strings. 
However, in this case, the strings will have a different format. 
Each string has two parts. First, order the m/p non-trivial orbits of z~. 
Each of these orbits will become part of a line extension, part of a new 
fixed line, or will be divided up among new non-fixed lines. The first part 
of the string will have one character for each of these m/p orbits. That 
character will be from the alphabet of old lines, new fixed line designators, 
and a special character designating that the orbit is not part of a line 
extension or of a fixed line. Thus, there will be at most 
(I/~1 m \ m/p ~--~"~1) ~(~--~2)rn/P~n2m/p--(mln2)/(plnn) 
choices for the first part of the string. 
582a/68/1-2 
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The second part of the string represents the new, non-fixed lines of the 
extension. Select one representative line from each orbit of the action 
induced by ~r. Since the only representative lines which have exactly one 
point in M are two-point lines and these lines may be reconstructed given 
the other representatives, they may be discarded. Order the remaining 
representative lines ll, 12 ..... Ib SO that if i< j  then the lexicographically 
least pair of M contained in li preceeds the lexicographically least pair of 
M contained in lj. 
For each i, if I; contains a point of F, if it is {fl, ml, m2, ..., mk} say, 
where mlm2 is the lexicographically east pair of M contained in it, 
represent i by the string "m3m4 ... mkf  1.'' If, on the other hand, li does not 
contain a point of F, if it is {ml, m2 ..... mk} say, where mlm2 is the 
lexicographically least pair in M contained in it, represent i by the string 
"m3m4.--mkoo." Notice that the string entries always end with a point of 
F or "oo" and so may be easily parsed. 
To bound the number of possible strings, consider a maximal ength 
string. Let ak be the number of k-point line entries which contain no point 
of F and let bk be the number of (k + 1)-point line entries which contain 
a single point of F. The second part of the string will have 
(k -  1)(ag + bk) 
k>~2 
characters. We wish to bound this as a function of m. 
Each string entry corresponding to a line with k points in M causes p(~) 
pairs of M to be covered. Since there are only ('~) pairs of M, 
This implies that 
k>~2 
(k - 1)(ak rn 2 - m 
k~2 +G)~< 2p " 
Since the second parts of the strings come from an alphabet of (n + 1) 
characters and their length is bounded as above, there are at most 
(n + 1 ) (m2-m) /2p  = Fl [ (m2-m) /2p I  [ln(n + 1)/ln n] ~ n[(m 2 - -m)/2p] (1 + 1/n In n) 
of them. Therefore, there are at most 
n2m/p -- (m In 2)/(p In n) + [(m 2 -- m)/2p] (1 + 1/n In n) 
= H(m a + 3m)/2p + (l ip In n)((m a -- m)/2n -- m In 2) ~ n(m a + 3m)/2p 
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strings in all (in the last step we used the fact that (m 2 -  m)/2n-  m in 2 is 
negative for 2 <~ m ~< n). Since some of these strings represent linear space 
extensions, this is also an upper bound on the number of extensions of a 
fixed linear space. 
If we let C be the number of linear spaces on F, we have shown that the 
number of linear spaces on In] which admit n is at most 
Cn (m2 + 3m)/2p 
as desired. I 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  e<l/12,  if f>~(1--2e)n, and if m=n- f  then, for n 
sufficiently large, 
N(n) >~ cnm'f~+ (7)2 - (7 ) -  1, 
where C is the number of linear spaces on an f-element set. 
Proof Let F be an f-element subset of In] and let (F,/~) be a linear 
space. Here we would like to show that (F, fl) can be extended to a linear 
space on l-n] in a large number of ways. This may not always be true, but 
it happens ufficiently often to satisfy our needs. 
We will show that if (F,/~) has Property B (recall that this means that 
B has at least f2/624 lines of size at most 13) then it may be extended in 
at least 
nm'Jn+ (7)2 (7) 
ways. Therefore, if we let CB be the number of linear spaces on F with 
Property B, 
N(n)>>. CBnm'/~+(7)2 (7). 
In Theorem 3.2 we showed that almost every linear space onfpoints  has 
Property B. In particular, this means that, for f sufficiently large, CB >i C/2. 
Therefore, since f goes to infinity as n does, 
N(n) >>. Cn m "/-~+ (7)2-(7) - 1, 
proving the lemma. 
So now assume that (F,/~) has Property B. We will prove that (F,/~) 
may be extended to a linear space on En] in at least 
nm,/n+ (7)2--(7) 
ways. We will extend lines of fi by adding single points from M= [n]\F 
and we will cover the pairs of M by adding single points from F. Any 
remaining pairs will be covered by two-point lines. 
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First we extend some of the lines of/3. We only extend lines of size at 
most 13. Consider the points of M= {ml, m2 . . . . .  mm} one at a time. For 
each point we extend x//-£ lines of/3 by adding that point. Note that these 
lines must be disjoint in F. 
Since (F,/3) has Property B, we have at least f2/624 choices for the first 
line which we extend by adding ml. There are at most 13flines of/3 which 
contain any point of that first line and so we have at least f2 /624-13J  
choices for the second line. After extending x lines by adding ml we have 
at least f2 /624-  13fx choices for the next line. When we finish with ml we 
will have made x}/-n choices each in at least f2 /624-13fx /n  ways. As 
f~> (1 - 2e)n, the last is positive for n sufficiently large. 
Moving on to rn 2, we may not extend any line which we have already 
extended by adding m~. Therefore, after extending x lines by adding m2 we 
have at least f2 /624-13fx -w/~ choices for the next line. When we 
finish with mA we will have made ~ choices each in at least 
f2 /624-  13fx/n-x//-n ways. Similarly, when we finish extending lines by 
adding the last_point of M, we will have made x/~ choices each in at least 
f2/624 - 13f~/n - (m - 1) x//-n ways. 
All in all, we will have made m ~ choices each in at least 
f2 13f w/-n-mx/-n>~ ( l_2e)2n2 13nx//~ 
624 624 
different ways. As this is greater than n for n sufficiently large, there are at 
least n m ~ of these partial extensions. 
Next we cover the pairs of M by adding single points from F. We cannot 
do this arbitrarily, however. When covering the pair memj we may not use 
any point of any line which we extended with either me or mj and we may 
not use any point which we have already used in covering another pair of 
M which includes either me or mj. There are at most 13 ~ points of F in 
lines of/3 which we extended by adding m i and a similar number for m i. 
There are 2(m - 2) other pairs of M which contain either me or mj and they 
could conceivably have been covered by adding distinct points of F. Thus 
we only have at least f -26  ~-  2m + 4 choices for the point of F with 
which to cover the pair memj. 
All in all, when we finish covering the pairs of M, we will have made (~) 
choices each in at least 
f -26  x//-n- 2m + 4 >~ n-  6en-  26 
ways. As this is grmeater than n/2 for n sufficiently large and e < 1/12, there 
are at least (n/2) ( 2 ) of these partial extensions. 
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Therefore, if (F, fl) has Property B then it may be extended to a linear 
space on [n] in at least 
nm -f~+ ('~)2- ('~) 
ways. This completes the proof of the lemma. | 
From these lemmas, it follows that 
~, Pr[ fl admits ~] ~< ~ n(m2 + 3m)/4--m x/-n-- (7 )2 (7)  + 1 
7T 
where the sum is over those permutations ~ with at least (1 -2e)n  fixed 
points. Reindexing the sum, this is at most 
2en 
nm--(m2--m)/4--m'f~2 (~)+1 ~< 4n1+3/2-2,/~ ~ 0 
m=2 
as n goes to infinity. 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 5.3. I f  e < 1/12 then 
lim ~ Pr[fi admits rc] = 0 
n~oo r~ 
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at least (1 -  2e)n 
fixed points and where ([n], fl) is a randomly selected linear space. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
6. PARTIAL t-DESIGNS: PROOF OUTLINE 
In this section we turn to the proof that, for t ~> 2, almost every partial 
t-design with blocks of size t + 1 has a trivial automorphism group 
(Theorem 1.2). The proof outline is almost identical to that of the result 
about linear spaces. Again we defer many of the details to the following 
sections. 
We start by stating that we wish to prove that 
lim Pr[fl has a trivial automorphism group] = 1, 
n ---* oo 
where, here and unless otherwise noted, fl is a randomly selected partial 
S(t, t+ 1, n) on the point set [n] = {1, 2 ..... n}. 
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Note that the condition that t ~> 2 is necessary. The theorem could not be 
true for t=0 (where fi is a singleton or empty) or for t=  1 (where fi 
is a set of disjoint pairs). Such structures admit many non-trivial 
automorphisms. 
As in the case of linear spaces, we will be able to simplify matters if we 
consider only partial t-designs with few uncovered t-sets. Here we say that 
a partial S(t, t + 1, n) has Property A~ if it has at most en t uncovered t-sets. 
We will be able to show, in Theorem 7.1, that for any e > 0, almost every 
partial S(t, t + 1, n) has Property A~. Because of this, almost every partial 
S(t, t+ 1, n) has a trivial automorphism group as long as almost every 
partial S(t, t + 1, n) with Property A, has a trivial automorphism group. 
Cauchy's Theorem implies that a partial S(t, t + 1, n) with point set In] 
which has a non-trivial automorphism group must admit a permutation of 
prime order. Therefore, 
Pr[fi has a trivial automorphism group I fl has Property A~] 
~> 1 - ~ Pr[fl admits n ] fl has Property A~], 
ne//(n) 
where H(n) is the set of all prime order permutations of [n]. We will prove 
that this sum goes to zero as n goes to infinity, proving the theorem. 
We will again divide the sum into three parts depending on the number 
of fixed points of the permutations. This division is motivated by the fact 
that we will be able to prove, in Lemma 8.1, that if a partial S(t, t+ 1, n) 
on n points with property A t admits a permutation as an automorphism 
then the permutation has either at most (½+ 2e(t -1)! )n + ( t -3 ) /2  or at 
least (1 -2e( t -1 ) ! )n  fixed points. 
This result immediately implies that 
Pr[fi admits n [ fl has Property A~] = 0, 
where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with more than 
(½ + 2e( t -  1)!)n + ( t -  3)/2 and fewer than (1 -  2e( t -  1)!)n fixed points. 
We will be able to prove, in Proposition 8.3, that 
lim ~ Pr[fl admits rc [ fl has Property A~] =0, 
n~oo 
where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with at most 
(½ + 2e( t -  1)!)n + ( t -  3)/2 fixed points. Then, in Proposition 9.4, we will 
be able to prove that 
lim ~ Pr[fl admits n] = 0, 
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where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with at least 
(1- 2e( t -1 ) ! )n  fixed points which implies that 
lira ~ Pr[f i  admits ~ I f i  has Property At] = 0, 
t t~co  
where the sum is over the same permutations. This demonstrates that the 
original sum has limit zero and therefore that the theorem is true. 
7. PARTIAL t-DESIGNS: PROPERTY A t 
In this section we prove that most partial t-designs have few uncovered 
t-sets. More precisely, we prove 
THEOREM 7.1. For any constant e > O, almost every partial S( t, t + 1, n) 
has Property A t. 
Proof  We show that 
lim Pr[f l  has more than en t uncovered t-sets] = 0, 
n ---~ oo 
where ([hi ,  fl) is a randomly selected partial S(t, t+ 1, n). Let N(n, t) be 
the number of partial S(t, t + 1, n) and let N,(n, t) be the number of partial 
S(t, t + 1, n) with more than en t uncovered t-sets. 
We first find an upper bound on N,(n, t). For the moment, let (S, fl) be 
a fixed partial S(t, t + 1, n). Consider the uncovered t-sets as blocks of size 
t and order the blocks BI, B 2 ..... Bb SO that if i < j then the lexicographi- 
cally least t-subset of B i precedes the lexicographically east t-subset of Bj. 
We call the vector P = ([B 11, IB2I . . . . .  [Bb 1) the ordered t-profile of (S, fl). 
Now we find an upper bound on the number N~(n, t) of partial 
S(t, t + 1, n) with ordered t-profile P and more than en t uncovered t-sets. 
That is, we find an upper bound on the number of choices for 
B1, B2, ..., Bb. Observe that each B i must contain the lexicographically least 
t-set not contained in any previous block. Therefore, there are at most 
n IB~l-t  ways to select Bi. Thus, 
b 
NP(n, t)<~ [ I  nlB'l-t" 
i=1  
If [B~I=t+l  then [B~[--t=(tB~l) / ( t+l)  and if [B ; [=t  then 
[B~[ - t = ( I~l )/(t + 1) - 1/(t + 1). Therefore, since there are more than en t 
values of i with [B;[ = t, 
[01 l N~(n, t )<  n (l~'t)/(t+l) n -~n'/(t~-l). i 
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Then, since y~b Is/I n ;=1( )=(,), 
N~(n,  t) <<. n (t)/('+ 1)-ent/(t+ I) 
Now, to bound the number of partial S(t, t + 1, n) with more than en' 
uncovered t-sets, note that we have fewer than 2 (7) choices for the ordered 
t-profile P and so 
N,(n,  t) <~ 2(7)Ny(n, t) <<. n (7)/(t + 1)-~.,/(,+ 1)+ o(n t) 
In [3] Colbourn et al. give a lower bound for N(n, t), the number of 
partial S(t, t + 1, n). They prove that, for any 6 > 0, 
N(n, t) >>. n (~t)E1/(t + 1)-a3. 
Combining these bounds and setting 6- -et! /2( t+ 1), we conclude that 
for a randomly selected partial S(t, t+  1, n) ([n], fi), 
N,(n, t) 
Pr[fl  has more than en' uncovered t-sets] = 
N(n, t) 
n (t)l(t + a) - ~n,/(t  + 1) + o( , , ' )  
~< 
/,/(t) [1/(t + 1) -a  ] 
= n - ent / ( t  + 1) + 6( t )  + ° (nt )  
~-  Fl -- ent/2(  t + 1 ) + o (n  t ) 
- *0  
as n goes to infinity. This proves the theorem. | 
8. PARTIAL t-DESIGNS: PERMUTATIONS WITH FEW FIXED POINTS 
In this section we prove that a partial S(t, t + 1, n) (S, fl) with Property 
A~ may only admit permutations with at most (½+ 2e(t -1) ! )n  + ( t -3 ) /2  
or at least (1 -2e( t -1 ) ! )n  fixed points. We then go on to show that 
lim ~ Pr[fl  admits r~ [ fl has Property A.] = O, 
n --* cz3 
where the sum is over those permutations in l l (n )  with at most 
(½+2e(t -1) I )n  + ( t -  3)/2 fixed points and where (l-n], fl) is a randomly 
selected partial S(t, t + 1, n). 
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LEMMA 8.1. Let e>~O and let (S, fl) be a partial S(t, t+ 1, n) with at 
most en t uncovered t-sets. I f  fl admits a permutation rc of S as an 
automorphism then n has either at most n( ½ + 2e( t -1 ) !  ) + ( t -3) /2  or at 
least n(1 - 2e( t - 1 )!) fixed points. 
Proof Let F~ S be the fixed points of n and let f=  ]FI. Notice that no 
block of fi may have exactly t points in F. Then let a be the number of 
blocks of fl with exactly t -  1 points in F. 
Consider the ( t f l ) (n - f )  t-sets of S with exactly t -  1 points in F. Each 
of the ~ blocks with t -1  points in F covers exactly two of them and at 
most en t of them are uncovered. Thus, 
( t f l )  (n -  f )  <~ 2c~ + en t. (9) 
Now consider the (tY2)(nS f) t-sets of S with exactly t -2  points in F. 
Each of the a blocks with t -  1 points in F covers t -  1 of them. Thus, 
Solving (10) for e and substituting into (9) gives 
Simplifying gives 
f ( f  - 1) ... ( f  - t + 2 ) (n -  f )  
<~f ( f -  1)... ( f -  t+ 3) (n - f ) (n - f -  1)+ a( t -  1)!#. 
Which is 
O<~f( f -  1) . . . ( f -  t+ 3) (n - f ) (n -2 f+ t -3 )+e( t -  1)!n' 
<~nt -2(n - f ) (n -2 f+ t -  3) + ~(t-  1)!n'. 
This, in turn, implies that 
0~<2f 2+ ( - ( t -3 ) -3n) f+ ( l+a( t -  1)!)n 2+ ( t -3 )n  
which is a generalization of Eq. (4) from the proof of Lemma 4.1. As in 
that case, we use the quadratic formula and simplify to show that 
3n t -  3 1 
f ~<-~- +- -~- -  ~ [--(t--  3)+ (1 -- 8e(t-- 1)!)n] 
~ + 2e(t--1)! n -b- -- -~ 
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or  
3n t -3  1 
f>~-~- +--~-- + ~ [ -  ( t -  3) + (1 - 8e(t -  1)!)n 3 ~> (1 -2e( t -  1)!)n 
as desired. | 
Now we focus on those permutations with at most (½+2e(t-1)!)n + 
(t - 3)/2 fixed points. As with linear spaces, in order to bound the probability 
that a randomly selected partial S(t, t + 1, n) admits a given permutation, 
we count the number of ways it can happen. 
For a permutation 7rof rn], define N~(n, t) to be the number of partial 
S(t, t + 1, n) which admit ~r as an automorphism and which have Property 
Ae. Similarly, define N(n, t) to be the number of partial S(t, t + 1, n) which 
have Property A~. We have the following lemma concerning N~(n, t). 
LEMMA 8.2. I f  el > 0, zf e > 0 is sufficiently small (depending only on el 
and t), and if re is a permutation of In] with prime order p and with at most 
(½+ 2~(t - 1)!)n + (t - 3)/2 f ixed points then, for n sufficiently large, 
N~(n, t) <. n [n'/(t+ 1)~3 [1/2t+ 1/p + eli 
Proof As always, let F___ I-n] be the fixed points of ~, let f=  IF[, and 
let M= [n] \F  be the non-fixed points of g. Each partial S(t, t + 1, n) on 
In] can be formed by taking a partial S(t, t+ l, f )  on F and adding 
blocks, each of which has at least one point in M. Moreover, if the final 
design is to admit ~, each block which is added must have at least two 
points in M. 
We will bound the number of partial S(t, t + 1, n) on [n] which admit 
by the product of the number of partial S(t, t + 1, f )  on F and the 
number of extensions of each to a partial design on [n]. First we count the 
extensions. 
As in the proofs of similar results on linear spaces, we encode the exten- 
sions as strings and count the strings. For the moment, consider a fixed 
extension ([n], fi') of a fixed partial S(t, t+ 1, n) (F, fi) which admits ~. 
Consider the uncovered t-sets as blocks (so that there are t-point blocks 
and ( t+ 1)-point blocks) and observe that they come in complete orbits 
induced by the action of re. Take a representative block from each of the 
orbits except for ones which were part of the original design ft. Then order 
them bl, b2, ..., bb SO that if i < j  then the lexicographically least t-set of b i 
comes before the lexicographically least t-set of bj. 
Form a string from this list of blocks in the following manner. If b,. is a 
t-point block, represent it by the character "oo." If it is a ( t+ 1)-point 
block, represent i by the point which is not part of its lexicographically 
least t-set. 
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When reading the string in order to reconstruct /3', if we come to an 
"o%" we know that the lexicographically least t-set as yet unaccounted for 
must be uncovered. If we come to an "x," we know that the lexicographi- 
cally least t-set as yet unaccounted for must be in a block with the point 
x and we know that if the resulting block is not fixed by n, then the entire 
orbit of blocks must also be in/~. As we see, a single character in the string 
can account for many blocks. 
Next we find an upper bound on the number of these strings. Consider 
a maximal length string. Let a be the number of ( t+ 1)-point non-fixed 
block entries in the string, let b be the number of (t + 1)-point fixed block 
entries in the string, and let c be the number of t-point (fixed or non-fixed) 
block entries in the string. The string must then have a + b + c characters. 
We will bound this as a function of n. 
Each of the ( t+ 1)-point non-fixed block entries designates p blocks of 
/3, each of which covers t + 1 t-sets. Since no t-set can be covered more than 
once, these a entries cause p(t  + 1) t-sets to be covered. Since there are only 
(~) -  (~)<~ nt/t! t-sets not contained entirely within F, 
n t 
a <'p( t + 1)!" 
Each of the ( t+ 1)-point fixed block entries designates a single block of 
//. These blocks each contain a positive integral number of cycles of z~ and 
perhaps ome points of F. In addition, for a given set of i cycles, the fixed 
blocks containing just those i cycles, less the points of those i cycles, form 
the blocks of a partial S(t  - ip, t + 1 - ip, f )  on F. Therefore, for a given 
set of i cycles, there are no more than ( t f ip ) / ( t+ l - ip )<~n t-ip blocks 
containing just those i cycles. 
Let ~ = (n - f ) /p  be the number of cycles and let #= [_(t+ 1)/p_J be the 
maximum number of cycles that any block may contain. Thus, 
b<~ n~-iP<~  ni+t-ip<~#nl+t-P<~ n t-1. 
i=1  i= l  P 
Finally, since the resulting design must have Property A,, 
c <~ en t. 
Therefore, the length of the string 
n t t+  1 
a+ b + C <~p. t ~.)1"--~ + (  + __ / , / t -  1 + enq 
P 
The strings would seem to be from the alphabet In] u {oe}, but the 
symbols 1, 2 .... , t will never appear since they will always be part of 
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the lexicographically least t-set of a block which contains them. Thus, the 
strings are from an alphabet of n - t + 1 ~< n characters and so the number 
of such strings is at most 
nnt/p(t+ 1)! +nt-l(t+ 1)/p+~n t ~ n[nt/(t+ 1)!] [1/p + el/2] 
where n is sufficiently large and e > 0 is sufficiently small (depending only 
on el). Since some of these strings represent valid extensions, the number 
of extensions i so bounded. 
Now, another esult of Colbourn et al. [3] says that for any 5 >0, there 
are at most 
f[ft/(t+ 1)!J (1 +6) (11) 
partial S(t , t  + 1, f )  on F. As f~< (1+ 2a( t -  1)!)n + ( t -  3)/2 ~< 
½(1 + 5e(t -1) ! )n ,  and if we choose 6=e then (11) is at most 
H[nt/(t+ 1)!3 [(1 + 5a(t -  1)!)t/2 t] (1 + e) ~ n[nt/(t+ 1)!] [1/2t + al/2], 
where a > 0 is sufficiently small (depending only on el and t). 
Therefore, there are at most 
n [nt/(t + 1)] ] [1/2t + 1/1) +al] 
partial S(t, t + 1, n) on In] which admit u. | 
Combining the fact that almost every partial S(t, t + 1, n) has Property 
A, with the result of Colbourn et al. [3] which gives a lower bound on the 
number of partial S(t, t + 1, n), we find that, for 6 > 0, 
N(n, t) >1 n ~"'/(t+ 1)~ (1-6) 
From this and the previous lemma is follows that 
Pr[f l  admits 7c I fl has Property A~] 
<~  n[nt/(t+ 1)!] [1/2~+ l/p+ s l -  1 +a] ,  
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at most 
(½+ 2e( t -  1)!)n + ( t -  3)/2 fixed points, al > 0, and 6 > 0. Choosing 6 = ~1 
and noting that p ~> 2 and that t >/2, we see that this sum is at most 
E n--nt/(t+ 1)! [1/4-- 2Sl] ~ flirt-- [nt/(t+ 1)!] [1/4-- 2Sl] ~ 0 
as n goes to infinity whenever E1 < 1/8. This is insured by choosing a 
sufficiently small. Thus we have proved 
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PROPOSITION 8.3. I f  e > 0 is sufficiently small (depending only on t) then 
lira ~ Pr[f l  admits rc l fi has Property As] = O, 
n-~oo 
r£ 
where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with at most 
(1 + 2e( t -  1 )!)n + ( t -  3)/2 f ixed points and where ( In], fl) is a randomly 
selected partial S(t, t + 1, n). 
9. PARTIAL t-DESIGNS: PERMUTATIONS WITH MANY FIXED POINTS 
In this section we prove that for t ~> 2 
lim ~ Pr [/~ admits rc] = O, 
n --~ oo  
where the sum is over those prime order permutations with at least 
(1 -2e( t -1 ) ! )n  fixed points and where ([n],/?) is a randomly selected 
partial S(t, t + 1, n). This is the last detail necessary to complete the proof 
that almost every partial S(t, t + 1, n) has a trivial automorphism group. 
Once we prove this for t = 2, it follows easily for arbitrary t. Therefore, 
for a permutation ~ of [n], define N~(n) to be the number of partial 
S(2, 3, n) on [hi  which admit rc and define N(n) to be the number of 
partial S(2, 3, n) on In]. We find an upper bound on N~(n) and a lower 
bound on N(n). We start with the upper bound. 
LEMMA 9.1. I f  7r is a permutation of prime order p and with f >~ 
(1 - 2e(t - 1 )!)n fixed points and m = n - f non-fixed points then 
N~(n) <~ Cn (m2 +m)/2p, 
where C is the number of partial S(2, 3, f )  on the set of fixed points of ~. 
Proof As always, let F_  In] be the set of fixed points of 7r and let 
M = [n] \F  be the remaining points. Let (F, fl) be a fixed partial S(2, 3, f ) .  
We will bound the number of ways in which (F,/?) may be extended to a 
partial S(2, 3, n) on In]. As before, instead of counting the extensions, we 
will encode the extensions as strings and count the strings. 
For the moment consider a fixed extension ([-n],/?') of (F, fl) which 
admits ~. Observe that in this situation, each of the new three-point blocks 
has at least one pair in M. Consider the uncovered pairs as two-point 
blocks and select a representative block from each orbit of blocks under the 
action of re. Discard any block which does not contain at least one pair in 
M (the old blocks and any two-point blocks with one point in F and one 
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point in M). Order the remaining blocks bl, b2 ..... b b so that if i< j  then 
the lexicographically east pair of M contained in bi comes before the 
lexicographically least pair of M contained in bj. 
Form a string from this list of blocks in the following manner. If bi is a 
two-point block, represent i  by the character "oe." If it is a three-point 
block, represent i by the point which is not part of its lexicographically 
least pair of M. 
When reading the string in order to reconstruct fl', if we come to an "0%" 
we know that the lexicographically least pair of M as yet unaccounted for 
must be uncovered. If we come to an "x," we know that the lexicographi- 
cally least pair of M as yet unaccounted for must be in a block with the 
point x and we know that if the resulting block is not fixed by re, then the 
entire orbit of blocks must also be in ft. 
Now we find an upper bound on the number of these strings. Consider 
a maximal ength string. Let a be the number of non-fixed two- or three- 
point block entries in the string and let b be the number of fixed two- or 
three-point block entries in the string. The string must then have a + b 
characters. We will bound this as a function of n. 
Each non-fixed two- or three-point block entry causes at least p pairs of 
M to be covered (3p if the three-point block is contained entirely within 
M). As there are only ('~) pairs of M, 
If p = 2, each fixed two-point block must contain a cycle of rc and each 
fixed three-point block must contain a cycle of 7t and a third point from F. 
Furthermore, these cycles must be distinct. Therefore, the number of fixed 
blocks is bounded by the number of cycles. That is, 
m m 
b~<2 p 
If p = 3, only three-point blocks may be fixed and again each will contain 
an entire, distinct cycle of 7c. So, 
m m 
b s= 7- 
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Therefore, for our maximal length string, 
1(;) o 
a+b<~- + 
p p 2p 
Since the string is from an alphabet of n - l<n  symbols (the two 
lexicographically least points of M will never appear in the string), there 
are at most 
n (m2 + m )/2p 
possible strings. Since some of these strings represent legitimate xtensions, 
the number of extensions i so bounded. 
Finally, if we let C be the number of partial S(2, 3, f )  on F, the number 
of partial S(t, t + 1, n) on [n] which admit rc is therefore at most 
Cn (m2 + m)/2p 
which proves the lemma. | 
Now we turn to the lower bound on N(n), the number of partial 
S(2, 3, n) on In]. We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9.2. For constant s and n sufficiently large, every partial 
S(2, 3, n) (S, [1) with at most s In n disjoint uncovered pairs contains a partial 
parallel class T with at least n/9 triples and a collection of at most 2s Inn 
points P* disjoint from the points of T so that every uncovered pair with at 
least one point in the points of T has its other point in P*. 
Proof Let P be a maximal set of disjoint uncovered pairs, let P* be the 
points of pairs in P, and let p = [P*[. By hypothesis, p ~< 2s Inn and, since 
P is maximal, every uncovered pair with at least one point in S\P*  has its 
other point in P*. 
Of the partial parallel classes all of whose triples are in S\P*,  let T be 
maximal. Let T* be the points of triples in T and let t=  [T*J. Since T is 
maximal, every triple of/? has at least one point in T* w P*. Thus, each 
pair in S \ (T*u  P*) must be in a distinct triple with its other point in 
T* w P*. There are at most (t +p)(n - t -p)~2 such triples since each must 
cover two pairs with one point in T*u  P* and the other in S\ (T*~ P*). 
Therefore, 
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and so 
n 1 n 1 n 
t>~-p-~>~-Zs lnn-~>~ 
for n sufficiently large. Therefore, IT1 ~> n/9. | 
Now we find a lower bound on N(n). 
LEMMA 9.3. I f  S is any positive constant, 0< 6 < 1/8, F___ [n] with 
f=  IFL i> (1 - 6)n, and m = n - f then, for n sufficiently large, 
N(n) >~ Cn s 1, m(n/2)(~) ' 
where C is the number of partial S(2, 3, f )  on F. 
Proof. Here we would like to show that we can extend each partial 
S(2, 3, f )  on F to a partial S(2, 3, n) on [n] in many ways. Unfortunately, 
this is not always the case. It does happen sufficiently often, however, to 
prove the lemma. 
As usual, let M= [n] \F  so that m = ]ML. Let ~j(F) be the collection of 
partial S(2, 3, f )  on F with fewer than s Inn disjoint uncovered pairs and 
let ~2(F) be the remaining partial S(2, 3, f )  on F. For a specific partial 
S(2, 3, f )  (F, 3), let X(F, 8, n) be the number of ways in which it may be 
extended to a partial S(2, 3, n) on [n]. 
We will first examine the designs in @2(F) and show how they may each 
be extended in quite a few ways. Consider a fixed/~ E~2(F). As it has at 
least s Inn disjoint uncovered pairs, add triples to cover s In n of them by 
picking third points from M independently for each. We may do this in at 
least m s ln, ways. 
Then we can cover the pairs of M by picking third points from F. We 
cover the pairs in some arbitrary order. When covering the pair mim s, we 
can choose any point of F except a point of one of the pairs in F which has 
just been covered by adding mi or by adding ms. (there are up to 2s In n 
such) or a point which was picked when covering some other pair of M 
which includes either m i or m s (there are up to 2 (m-2)  such). Thus we 
make (~) choices each in at least f -  2s Inn - 2(m - 2) ways. When 6 < 1/8 
this is greater than n/2 for n sufficiently large. Thus, we can cover these 
pairs in at least (n/2) (2) ways. 
Therefore, for a partial S(2, 3, f )3  ~ ~z(F), 
X(F, 8, n) >~ m s 1, n(n/2 )('~) = n ~ 1,,~(n/2 )(~). (12) 
The partial designs in ~I(F) need not have so many extensions. But, on 
the other hand, some of the partial designs in ~2(F) have many more 
extensions. Next we associate some of these partial designs in ~2(F) having 
many extensions with the partial designs in ~I(F). 
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Let ~a(F) be the set of maximal partial S(2, 3, f )  in NI(F) (recall that a 
partial S(2, 3, f )  is maximal if it is impossible to add an additional triple 
without covering some pair more than once). Define the map 
7: NI(F) ~ Nz(F) as follows: for/~ e ~,(F), define 7(/3) by removing exactly 
n/9 disjoint triples from /?. Choose the set of triples T to be removed in 
such a way that every uncovered pair with at least one point in the points 
of T has its other point in the same set of at most 2s inn points which is 
disjoint from the points of T. Lemma 9.2 guarantees that this is possible. 
Now, a/~ e Im 7 has at least n/9 disjoint uncovered pairs. We can cover 
n/9 of them by picking third points from M in m n/9 ways and then apply 
an argument similar to the one given above to cover the pairs of M in at 
(n/2)(~') least ways. Therefore, if/? s Im 7, 
X(F, /?, n) >~ m"/9(n/2 ) ("~). (13) 
To each/3 e Im 7 we associate all of its preimages and all of the partial 
S(2, 3, f )  in NI(F) which are subsets of the preimages. Next we bound the 
number of designs associated with each/?. 
Every preimage of/3 must be obtained from /? by adding exactly n/9 
disjoint triples covering only uncovered pairs of/?. Since/? was obtained by 
removing exactly n/9 disjoint triples from a maximal partial S(2, 3, n) in 
such a special way, there are few choices about how to put the triples back. 
Since all of the points of the removed triples were in uncovered pairs with 
points from the same set of at most 2s In n points, at most 2s Inn triples 
can be put back out of their original position. Each out of position triple 
can be put back in at most 6s Inn ways. Thus, 
[7_1{/?}1~< ~ n9  (6slnn)i 
i=0  
2s In n 
<<. ~ (snlnn) i 
i=O 
= (sn In n) TM (1 + o(1)) 
= exp { (ln n) 2 (2s + o(1 ))}. 
Also, for each ~b e Nt(F), there are at most 
n2/6 = exp{(ln n) 2 (2s + o(1))} 
s In nJ 
partial designs in ~I(F) which are subsets of ft. Thus, if we define 
A(/?) = {616e@1(r) and 6_~b~7-1{/?}} 
582a/68/1-3 
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for fl ~ Im 7 (the designs associated with fl), 
]A(fl)l ~< exp{(ln ) 2 (4s+ o(1))}. 
Trivially, each partial design in @I(F) is a subset of some partial design 
in ~I(F). Thus, 
I~l(r)wlm71~< ~ (A(fl)+l)~<lIm~lexp{(lnn) 2(4s+o(1))}. 
f l~Im y 
This and Eq. (13) give that 
y~ X(F, ~, n) 
fl~ ~I (F )u  Im ? 
>~ ~ X(F, fl, n) 
f l~ Im7 
/> IIm Yl mn/9(n/2) ('~) 
t> I~I(F)w Im 71 exp{-  (In n) 2 (4s + o(1))} mn/9(n/2) ("~) 
>~ I~I(F) u Im 71 n~ln"(n/2) (7). 
Combining this with (12) gives the desired result. Namely, 
X(F, fl, n)= ~ X(F, fl, n)+ ~ X(F, fl, n) 
f le ~(F )  f le ~ I (F )  ~J Im y fl a ~2(F ) \ Im y 
/> ]~a(F) u Im y[ n~l"m(n/2) (~) 
+ [~2(F)\Im Yl n~"m(n/2) (~) 
(n/2)(m) Cn s In m 2 
where C is the number of partial S(2, 3, f). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. I 
Together Lemmas 9.1 and 9.3 imply that 
N=(n) 
Pr[fl admits n] - N(n----~ ~n(mZ+m)/4--slnm--("2)2 (7), (14) 
where fl is a randomly selected partial S(2, 3, n), rc is a permutation of In] 
with f~> (1 -6)n  fixed points for 6 < 1/8, and s is any positive constant. 
Now consider larger values of t. Let ([hi, fl) be a partial S(t, t+ 1, n) 
and let rc be a permutation of [n] with many fixed points. Let 
f l ,  f2  .... , Jet- 2 be fixed points of n and let 
fl'= {B___ [n]\{f~,f2 ..... f, 2} I Bu  {fl,f2 ..... f,_2} e/~}. 
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It is not difficult to see that ([n]\{f l , f2, . . . , f~_2},f l ' )  is a partial 
S(2, 3, n -  t + 2). It is also not difficult to see that fl admits ~ only if fl' 
admits ~[rnl\~sl,f2,...,¢,-2)" Therefore, 
Pr[fl admits n] ~< Pr[fi' admits r~[Enl\{fl,f2,...,f,_2~]. 
Therefore, 
Pr[fi admits re] ~< n("2+m)/4-~In m-- (~)2(~'), 
where fl is a randomly selected partial S(t, t + 1, n), ~ is a permutation of 
[n] with f>>, (1 - f )n  fixed points for 6<1/8, and s is any positive 
constant. We want ~ = 2e(t -  1)! so we require e < 1/16(t- 1)!. 
Finally, summing over those prime order permutations with at least 
(1- 28(t-1)!)n fixed points and setting s= 6, we see that 
Pr[fl admits re] ~< ~, n (m2+m)/4-6 In  m-  ('~)2(~') 
7~ 7g 
2~( t - -  1)! Z nm+(m2+m)/4--6lnm (~)2(~) 
m=2 
~< 2n1+ 5/2-61n2 
~0 
as n goes to infinity. Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 9.4. I f  e< 1/16(t- 1)! then 
lira ~ Pr[fi admits re] = 0 
n ---+ oo 
where the sum is over those permutations in H(n) with at least 
(1 -2e( t -1 ) ! )n  f ixed points and where ([n],f l)  is a randomly selected 
partial S( t, t + 1, n ). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
10. t-DESIGNS: WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE 
We would also like to prove that almost every t-design with blocks of 
size t + 1 has a trivial automorphism group. Unfortunately, we cannot. 
When we try to apply our proof of the theorem about partial designs to the 
case of designs, we set e = 0 and observe that Lemma 8.1 then implies that 
a permutation must have at most n/2+ ( t -3 ) /2  fixed points (or n fixed 
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points!) if it is to be admitted by any S(t, t+  1, n). Therefore we need only 
concern ourselves with permutations with few fixed points. 
Lemma 8.2 still holds in the case of designs, but there is no result corre- 
sponding to the result of Colbourn et al. [-3] concerning the number of 
partial designs. This is the missing ingredient. Thus, if one could prove 
that, for any 6 > 0 and n sufficiently large, there exist at least 
iv/(7) [1/(t + 1)- 63 
S(t, t + 1, n) on l-n], then the proof given here would prove that almost 
every S(t, t + 1, n) has a trivial automorphism group. Indeed, if one could 
prove this, one would be famous since, as mentioned earlier, not even one 
non-trivial S(t, t + 1, n) is known for t t> 6. 
The results of Aleksejev l-l], Wilson [7], and Phelps [-6] show that this 
is true for t = 2, but the proof uses very deep results such as the van der 
Waerden Permanent "Conjecture." The best result for t = 3 is due to Lenz 
[5] where he shows that, for and 6 > 0 and n sufficiently large, there exist 
at least 
e(~) [1/4-~] 
S(3, 4, n). This is only off by a factor of Inn in the exponent. 
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